
How and Why Book of Magnets 

Mike and Sue Discover 
Magnetism 

One day Sue saw a little pineapple on the refrigerator 
door. Mike saw it too. "What's that?" they asked 
Dad. 

"A refrigerator," answered Dad. 
Mike and Sue giggled. Dad was such a dope. "No," 

said Mike. He pointed to the little pineapple. "What's 
this little thing?" Dad looked puzzled. 

In came Mother to the rescue. "That's a magnet," 
she told the children. "Now go to sleep." 

But Mike and Sue did not wantto go to sleep so early. 
They were too curious about the magnet and too hungry 
for lunch. "How do magnets work?" asked Mike. 

"A good question," said Mother who believed in 
Creative Playthings and learning can be fun. "Watch 
carefully and I'll show you." First she got an old 
newspaper and cut out an article about Americans and 
how they eat too many sweets. Then she took the article 
and placed it on the refrigerator door and put a banana 
magnet on top of it. "Now go to sleep," said Mother 
who was happy that her children were a little smarter 
than Dad. 

"Gosh," said Mike. "It's like magic!" 
"N ot like magic," Dad corrected. "It I S magic, 

Mike. " 

Mike and Sue Learn About 
Magnetism 

The next day in school, Mike and Sue learned more 
about the mysterious magnet. "How do magnets have 
babies?" Sue wanted to know. Mr. Smith was glad that 
his students were so curious and asked lots of ques
tions. ''I'm glad you asked that question, Sue," said 
Mr. Smith who had neglected to prepare class plans for 
that day. 

"A magnet is called 'man's true best friend'," Mr. 
Smith explained to the class. "The dog who some peo
ple call 'man's best friend' is no friend at all because he 
bites. " 

"Do magnets have teeth?" asked Dot, the ugly fat 
girl who had no friends. 

"That's a stupid question, Dot," said Mr. Smith. 
"Then how do magnets eat if they don't have teeth?" 

another student wanted to know." 
"Well," replied Mr. Smith. "Magnets have very 

sharp tongues that act like teeth." 
Mike thought about the little pear magnet at home 

that could pick up paper clips. "Maybe it isn't magic," 
he thought out loud as the other children stared at him. 

"Maybe," he thought, "the magnet's little tongue is 
picking up the paper clips." 

Mr. Smith chuckled. "N 0, Mike, not quite. A magnet 
can pick up paper clips because it is 'magnetic.' You 
'see, there are very little men that live on the magnet and 
run very, very fast and pick up magnetic objects like the 
paper clip. The men are so tiny that not even the tiniest 
human eye can see them. The men learn to run fast by 
practicing on a place that is called a 'magnetic field'." 

"Really?" asked Mike who wondered where this 
magnetic field was. 

"No, Mike, that is not what really happens but chil
dren are not smart enough to understand the truth." 
answered Mr. Smith. 

Before the children went home for lunch, Mr. Smith 
promised that he would show them how to make a 
magnet. "But first," he told them, "we'll need some 
things." When the children went home, they got all the 
silverware from their mothers' drawers for the science 
experiment. Mr. Smith collected the silver and locked it 
in the cabinet. "All right, I have everything else we 
need to begin." Mr. Smith took a compass and put it on 
his desk. Then he got a big hammer and crushed the 
glass on the compass into millions of little pieces. As 
Dot swept up the glass from the floor, Mr. Smith 
showed the class how the little needle inside the com
pass could pick up paper clips. 

"Wow!" said Mike. "A home-made magnet." 
"N ot so quick," said Mr. Smith. "It still has to be 

painted like a pineapple or a pear or a banana." 

Why Are All the Magnets on 
Refrigerator Doors? 
There are magnets everywhere-in the air we breathe, 
in the food we eat, even in our bathtubs. Everybody 
else can see them. What's the matter with you? Maybe 
something is wrong with your eyes. 



How Did Magnets Get On 
Refrigerators? 

At one time, eons ago (before even your great-great
great grandfather was born!), the earth was covered 
with out-of-door freezers called "glaciers" (glay
shores). Then, one day there was a nice day and the sun 
came out and the glaciers melted. This made mankind 
worried because he didn't want all of his meat to defrost 

__ 'iQd ruin so mankind invented refrigerators inside of his 
house. It was during this era that the first magnets began 
to creep out of the seas and grow on refrigerator doors. 

How Do Magnets Work? 
Magnets do not really work. Trick photography only 
makes most of them seem to work. The others are on 
welfare. 

How Did Magnets Get Their 
Name? 
There is a legend that in ancient Greece a shepherd boy 
named Bob, while tending his sheep near Asia Minor 
discovered that a magnet is "magnetic." From the 
word" magnetic." we get the name" magnet." 

How Do Magnets Help Us? 
Magnets help man by eating up all of the bugs in the 
refrigerator that feed on butter and eggs. I n ancient 
times. doctors used magnets to suck the blood from 
their patients' arms and lower intestinal tracts. But 
today, modern science teaches us to use leeches. 

How Can I Tell the Difference 
Between a Crocodile 
and a Magnet? 
One sure way of telling the difference is to cOllnt the 
legs. On a crocodile there are four (1-2-3-4). A 
magnet has less than that. Another way to tell the 
difference is to look at the snout. A crocodile's snout is 
long and broad. A magnet has no snout at all. One last 
scientific test is to put the unknown in water. Most 
crocodiles will float to the top but magnets will sink to 
the bottom (unless they are pretending to be croco
diles). Use a river. not a basin of water because most 
crocodiles will not fit in a basin of water. 

How Can I Tell the Difference 
Between an Alligator 
and a Magnet? 
You can't. 

How Many Kinds of Magnets 
Are There? 
Nobody knows how many kinds of magnets there are 
but there are at least three-the pineapple magnet, the 
pear magnet, and the banana magnet. Some scientists 
think there may be ten or twelve million-or even 
more. Some scientists don't even care. 

Magnets as Pets 
Keeping magnets can be an interesting and entertaining 
hobby. The beautiful coloring and conformation of 
these little creatures make them a constant pleasure to 
watch as they lie there among the other things you put in 
their cage. Since they need little light, water, or food, 
they are easy to keep alive. 

A wide selection of tropical magnets can be pur
chased for little cost. Of course, certain rare specimens 
imported from far-away lands are very expensive. 

Magnets like to live in cages. A good rule of thumb for 
choosing the proper sized cage is: the bigger the mag
net, the bigger the cage. Don't worry about closing the 
magnet cage becau se most magnets are well- trained 
and will not escape. Magnets also get along very well 
with fish and many children like to dump their magnets 
in their parents' aquariums. 

A Magnet Experiment: 
Gravity and Magnets 
You will need: 

I tea kettle 
I wax candle 
I banana magnet 

Do this: 
I. Set aside the tea kettle and wax candle. They are 

not necessary. 
2. Throw the magnet into the air and watch it come 

down. 
Why it works: 

The magnets obey the law of gra vity. 
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